The KING UC1000 is a Universal Controller that makes the KING Quest™ satellite TV antenna compatible with a variety of satellite receivers from DIRECTV®, DISH® and Bell™ (Satellite TV service and receiver not included). The UC1000 lets you easily change from one satellite TV service provider to another on your KING Quest; no need to buy a new satellite antenna if you use multiple satellite providers or change providers. Also includes a built-in security alarm to protect your satellite TV antenna investment. Easy-to-follow initial setup instructions included. Made in the USA.

**FEATURE BULLETS:**

- Universal Controller accessory for KING Quest™ Satellite TV Antenna
- Allows KING Quest owner to switch between DIRECTV, DISH and BELL
- Easy-to-follow initial setup instructions included

**Service compatibility:**

DISH HD/SD, DIRECTV SD, Bell HD/SD

**Dimensions:**

5.25” H x 4” W x 1.25” L

Included with purchase:

UC1000 Controller
VELCRO® Brand hook-and-loop fastener for securely mounting
Alarm sticker for KING Quest™ antenna
Manual and Quick Reference Guide

**Warranty**
1yr

These are the product's dimensions:

---

**Each**
2.50 in. wide x 12.00 in. high x 4.00 in. deep
Volume: 120.00 cubic in.
Weight: 0.93 lbs.

**Case**
6.75 in. wide x 2.50 in. high x 12.75 in. deep
Volume: 215.16 cubic in.
Weight: 1.50 lbs.
Quantity: 1 ea.